DIGITAL NEW AGE AGENCY

Who We Are
DNA (Digital New Age Agency) is an independent digital agency.
We are comprised of experienced strategists, creatives, technologists, designers, and storytellers. And
together we form a passionate collective dedicated to creating the most meaningful and effective digital
solutions for progressive brands.

STRATEGY

CREATIVE

TECHNOLOGY

WHAT
WE DO

STRATEGY &
PLANNING
Brand communications strategy
Social media marketing
Paid Digital Media

EXPERIENCES &
TECHNOLOGY
Experience + Service design
Web, Mobile, Tablet platforms, Digital
products, Mobile Application, VR & AR
technology, Eye Detection, 3D Mapping,
OOH Installations

CREATIVE & CONTENT
DESIGN
Big idea development Integrated
marketing Social media campaign
Viral marketing Infographic & Content
marketing

BRAND
OPERATION

Campaign management
Website & Social media operations
Maintenance + Support
Analytics + Measurement

BRAND
EXPERIENCE

SMOOTH E GOLD
ONLINE CAMPAIGN

Product :
Smooth E Gold 24K Serum
Challenge :
Create brand awareness among target audients.
Strengthen brand to differentiate from the others in
the market.

www.youtube.com/c/SmoothEThailand/videos

Execution :
We create challenges for celebrities. by challenging
them to use Smooth E Gold . Then let celebrities dare
to show off their faces. written numbers indicating
each person's age to attract customer groups and
interesting people.

LAURIER

ONLINE CAMPAIGN

Product :
Laurier Super Gentle Plus
Challenge:
Laurier Super Gentle Plus is aimed at conveying to the
target customers the key benefits of the product
which are to reduce bacteria accumulation and
tackle the itchy irritation issues. However, due to the
limitations associated with Above the Line media, it is
a challenge to actually communicate all this to the
target customers and make them understand
everything about the product.
www.youtube.com/watch?v=IjYSGUNugSw

Execution :
Conveying the benefits of Laurier Super Gentle Plus
through the MV using the Thai hit “Proong Nee Mai Sai
Tee Ja Rak Kan” with different lyrics that embraces a
sense of fun and meaningful story. Also, online
channels will be used to promote the MV while
questionnaires will be distributed along with product
tests offered to gather the information of customers
interested in the product.

LESASHA HAIR CAP
ONLINE CAMPAIGN

Product :
Lesasha Hair Cap
Challenge :
Awareness is developed among target customers
who are fraught with hair problems, and they will be
persuaded to try Lesasha Hair Cap.

www.youtube.com/watch?v=IjYSGUNugSw

Execution :
Not only will the key benefits from the hair nourishment
be communicated, but the time constraints of the
target customers will also be presented, pointing to
the outstanding benefits of this hair mask. In a nutshell,
it nourishes their hair while offering them more time to
spare!

COPORATE
WEBSITE

AIS

WEBSITE
DEVELOPMENT

LAURIER
MY BRAND

ICHITAN
DRINK

The website is a significant
tool that leads to market
opportunities of companies
and their brands. We
therefore realize the
importance of the designing
job implemented with
creativity and UX/UI that
responds to the actual
need, as well as the
technology and platform
that are just right—all to
maximize the website and its
existence.

ais.co.th

lauriermybrand.com

ichitandrink.com

PRODUCT
WEBSITE
WEBSITE
DEVELOPMENT

AJINOMOTO
AROI

YUMYUM
FOOD

ajinomoto-aroi.com

yumyumfoods.com

DAIMLER
FUSO

The website is a significant
tool that leads to market
opportunities of companies
and their brands. We
therefore realize the
importance of the designing
job implemented with
creativity and UX/UI that
responds to the actual
need, as well as the
technology and platform
that are just right—all to
maximize the website and its
existence.

dcvt.co.th

FACEBOOK
MANAGEMENT

AIS PLAY

BIFESTA

ENFA SMART CLUB

facebook.com/AISPLAY

facebook.com/BifestaThailand

facebook.com/enfasmartclub

SOCIAL MEDIA

DNA Facebook
Management Service is one
of DNA services intended to
maximize brand
engagement and
awareness among the
target customers based on
innovative ideas, extensive
experience and key success
of how content is created in
order to reach the desired
target.

FACEBOOK
MANAGEMENT

POCARI SWEAT

MOIST DIANE

MONINI THAILAND

facebook.com/pocarithailand

facebook.com/MoistDianeThailand/

facebook.com/MoniniThailand

SOCIAL MEDIA

DNA Facebook
Management Service is one
of DNA services intended to
maximize brand
engagement and
awareness among the
target customers based on
innovative ideas, extensive
experience and key success
of how content is created in
order to reach the desired
target.

EDM
MANAGEMENT
EMAIL DIRECT
MARKETING

Weekly EDM to promote
Samsung home
appliances and
communicate the
highlight features of the
products available

EDM
MANAGEMENT
EMAIL DIRECT
MARKETING

EDM Highlighting the
promotions and
information of the
products available as well
as the content that may
be useful for moms-to-be,
which will lead to
purchases in the online
store

VDO
ANIMATION

NU MOBILE

AIS POINT

INTERACTIVE

DNA Facebook
Management Service is
one of DNA services
intended to maximize
brand engagement and
awareness among the
target customers based
on innovative ideas,
extensive experience and
key success of how
content is created in
order to reach the
desired target.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XJs9We9e19I

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LIVUJX5X45U

Tel. 087-1875420

(K.Kae)

Email. yaowalak@dnaagency.co.th

Tel. 063-232-2424 (K.Nat)
Email. nat@dnaagency.co.th

Digital New Age Agency Co., Ltd.
8, Soi King Chamnan-Aksorn,
Phaholyothin Road, Phayathai, Phayathai,
Bangkok 10400

THANK

YOU

